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Abstract— Recently, there has been a lot of interest in the connections between information-theoretic and estimation-theoretic
properties of various noisy channel models. For example, Guo,
Shamai, and Verdú have shown that mutual information in
Gaussian channels is related in a simple way to minimum meansquare error, regardless of the input distribution. In this paper,
we consider the class of E-type channels, i.e., additive noise
channels induced by an exponential family of distributions. We
derive several differential and integral representations of the
mutual information and the posterior information gain that are
valid for any E-type channel regardless of input distribution.
Next, we establish an extremal property of E-type channels that
connects the Bayesian concept of a posterior estimate with a
natural rate-distortion problem and makes precise a qualitative
observation made by Mitter and Newton concerning informationtheoretic properties of optimal nonlinear filters. Finally, we
indicate how our results may be used to show monotonicity of the
mutual information in E-type channels as a function of a “channel
quality” parameter without assuming stochastic degradation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Guo, Shamai, and Verdú [1] have recently shown that
mutual information in Gaussian channels is related to the
minimum-mean squared error (MMSE), regardless of the input
distribution. A natural question to ponder is whether there
exists a more general family of parametrized channel laws
for which similar connections between information-theoretic
and estimation-theoretic quantities may be still be established.
Recent work by Palomar and Verdú [2] has shed light on the
general relationship between the mutual information and the
posterior distribution of the channel input given the output.
Within the Bayesian framework, this posterior distribution
is naturally viewed as a (stochastic) input estimator (see,
e.g., [3]). The results of [2] can be particularized to a variety
of channel laws; for instance, the I-MMSE formula of [1] is
a special case when the channel is Gaussian. In this paper,
we consider channel laws that are related to the class of
exponential families, in a manner we make precise later. We
derive a number of results that express the mutual information
in these E-type channels in terms of posterior inputs estimates
and hold regardless of the input statistics. We also establish
an extremal property of these channels by connecting the
Bayesian framework of posterior estimation to a natural ratedistortion problem. This property makes precise a qualitative
observation made by Mitter and Newton [3], [4] in the context
of nonlinear filtering, that the posterior input estimate is a

lossy information processor operating on the noisy output.
Our results are simple consequences of the convex geometry
of exponential families. We believe that, even though some
of our results can be derived from the general theorems of
[2], this close relationship between estimation-theoretic and
information-theoretic properties of exponential families (and
E-type channels) is interesting in its own right.
We also indicate how the results of this paper may be used
to establish monotonicity of the mutual information in Etype channels as a function of a “channel quality” parameter
without assuming stochastic degradation. For instance, monotonicity of the mutual information in Gaussian channels as a
function of the SNR is a consequence of the infinite divisibility
of the Gaussian distribution and the subsequent degradedness
condition. Since the I-MMSE formula of [1] is a consequence
of this infinite divisibility property, the desired monotonicity
result may also be derived from the I-MMSE framework. The
benefits of a more general approach to deriving monotonicity
are numerous and extend beyond point-to-point systems. For
example, consider a (not necessarily stochastically degraded)
broadcast channel, where the two individual channels are different parametrizations of the same E-type transition law. If a
general statement about monotonicity of mutual information in
the appropriate parameter is established regardless of the input
distribution, then such a broadcast channel is of the “more
capable” type, and so its capacity region admits a complete
characterization [5]. Similarly, secrecy capacity [6] in such a
scenario would subsequently be completely characterized [7].
II. E- TYPE CHANNELS
This paper deals with additive noise channels where the
law (distribution) of the noise is a member of an exponential
family (see, e.g., [8, Sec. 2.7]). Let (X , FX , µ) be a measure
space, where µ is a fixed σ-finite reference measure. Given a
function1 ρ : X → R+ , let us define the set


Z
△
△
−βρ(x)
e
µ(dx) < +∞ .
(1)
B = β ≥ 0 : Z(β) =
X

In what follows, we will assume that B = (0, ∞). We also
assume that elements of X can be added and subtracted, the
1 From now on, all functions are assumed to be measurable w.r.t. appropriate
σ-algebras.

two prototypical examples being X = R with the usual realnumber arithmetic and X = {0, 1, . . . , M −1} with modulo-M
arithmetic. Finally, we require that
Z
e−βρ(y−x) µ(dx) = Z(β),
∀y ∈ X .
(2)
X

For example, this will hold when µ is translation-invariant,
i.e., for any A ∈ FX and x ∈ X , µ(A − x) = µ(A), where
△
A − x = {x′ − x : x′ ∈ A} is the translation of A by x.
We say that a channel with input X ∈ X and output Y ∈
X is of exponential family type (or E-type, for short) if its
transition kernel PY |X (A|x), A ∈ FX , x ∈ X , is absolutely
continuous w.r.t. µ, and the corresponding Radon–Nikodym
(RN) derivative dPYβ |X /dµ has the form
pβY |X (y|x) =
△

e−βρ(y−x)
Z(β)



△
β
I(X; Y ) = D PXY
PX × PYβ
o
n
(
β
dPXY
β
, if PXY
≪ PX × PYβ
Eβ log
β
d(PX ×PY )
.
=
+∞,
otherwise
We note for future reference that the information density iβ =
β
dPXY
/d(PX × PYβ ) exists and has the form
e−βρ(y−x)
,
Z(β|y)

(3)

where we have defined
△

Z(β|y) =

Z

e−βρ(y−x) PX (dx).

(4)

X

Also, the marginal distribution PYβ ≪ µ, and has the density
pβY (y) =

dPYβ
Z(β|y)
(y) =
.
dµ
Z(β)

Several properties of E-type channels that will be useful to
us later on follow directly from the properties of exponential
families. These properties are all consequences of the convex
geometry of exponential families, and can be derived from the
following (see, e.g., [8, Thm. 2.7.1]):
Lemma 1: The function Z(β) is C ∞ for β > 0, and
its derivatives can be calculated by differentiating under the
integral sign in (1).
Let us now define the log-partition function
Z
△
e−βρ(x) µ(dx).
Λ(β) = − log Z(β) = − log
X

Using Lemma 1 and the shift invariance property (2), we can
prove the following:
Lemma 2: For every β > 0 and every input distribution
PX , we have
Λ′ (β) = Eβ {ρ(Y − X)}, Λ′′ (β) = − Varβ {ρ(Y − X)},

for some β > 0. We will superscript the transition kernel
of such a channel by β, as in PYβ |X , and denote by E(ρ) =
{PYβ |X }β>0 the entire family of these channels. We observe
that any E-type channel PYβ |X is an additive noise channel
that effects the random transformation Y = X + W , where
the additive noise W is independent of the input random
β
variable X and has the law (distribution) PW
≪ µ with
β
−βρ(w)
(dPW /dµ)(w) = e
/Z(β). In other words, the law of
W belongs to the exponential family induced by ρ [8, Sec. 2.7].
Our interest lies with the mutual information between an
input random variable X with a fixed but arbitrary distribution
PX and an output random variable Y related to X via some
β
the joint law of X and
PYβ |X ∈ E(ρ). We will denote by PXY
β
Y , by PY the marginal law of Y , and by Eβ {·} the expectation
β
w.r.t. PXY
. Then the mutual information is defined through

iβ (x, y) =

A. Basic properties of E-type channels

(5)

where the prime denotes differentiation w.r.t. β.
Given PX and PYβ |X , we can also define the corresponding
β
via the Bayes’ rule:
backward (or posterior) channel PX|Y
R −βρ(x,y)
e
PX (dx)
β
,
A ∈ FX , y ∈ X .
PX|Y
(A|y) = R A −βρ(x,y)
e
PX (dx)
X

β
We note that PX|Y
≪ PX , and the RN derivative is
β
dPX|Y

dPX

(x|y) =

e−βρ(y−x)
.
Z(β|y)

(6)

If we use PX as the reference measure, then the (regular)
conditional distribution of X given Y = y also belongs to an
exponential family, but one that depends on y. Using this fact
and defining the log-partition function
Z
△
Λ(β|y) = − log
e−βρ(y−x) Px (dx),
X

we can obtain the following analogue of Lemma 2:
Lemma 3: For every y ∈ X and every β > 0, we have
Λ′ (β|y) = Eβ {ρ(Y − X)|Y = y},
Λ′′ (β|y) = − Varβ {ρ(Y − X)|Y = y}.

B. Examples
The two classic examples of E-type channels are the binary
symmetric channel (BSC) with X = {0, 1}, ρ(x) = x, and
Z(β) = 1 + e−β , and the
p Gaussian channel with X = R,
ρ(x) = x2 , and Z(β) = π/β.
Another example, perhaps less known, is furnished by the
exponential server timing channel (ESTC) [9]. The ESTC
models the input-output behavior of a ·/M/1 queue, where
the input and the output processes correspond, respectively,
to arrivals and departures of packets to and from the queue.
For a fixed T ∈ (0, ∞), define XT to be the set of counting

functions on [0, T ], i.e., all functions x : [0, 1] → Z+ that
are right-continuous and satisfy the initial condition x0 = 0
(we use the stochastic process notation xt ≡ x(t) here). Let
{Ft : t ∈ [0, T ]} denote the filtration over XT defined via
△
Ft = σ{xs : s ∈ [0, t]}. Following Sundaresan and Verdú
[10], we take FX = FT and let µ be the measure on (X , FT )
such that U = (Ut )t∈[0,T ] ∼ µ is a point process having
constant, unit-rate intensity w.r.t. {Ft : t ∈ [0, T ]}. Denote
the input process by X = (Xt )t∈[0,T ] , the output process by
△
Y = (Yt )t∈[0,T ] , and define the queue state Qt = Xt − Yt .
Then the ESTC with the initially empty queue (Q0− = 0)
and service rate β can be modeled via the transition density
pβY |X = dPYβ |X /dµ of the form [10]–[12]
(Z
)
T

pβY |X (y|x) = exp
=β

where

log [βρ(qt )] dyt + [1 − βρ(qt )] dt

0

yT T

(

e exp −β

Z

T

)

ρ(xt − yt )dt ,

0

(7)



0, q = 0
ρ(q) , 1, q > 0 .


∞, q < 0

Although, strictly speaking, this is not an E-type transition law
because of the β yT eT factor in (7), for a standard input rate
constraint of the form limT →∞ E[XT ]/T = λ < β it follows
from the stability of the queue that
1 
E log β YT
lim
T →∞ T

1
= E {XT − QT } log β = λ log β
T

for any distribution of the input X satisfying the above
rate constraint. As a consequence, asymptotic expressions for
information rates and divergence rates, as T → ∞, will be of
the form associated with E-type channels.
III. D IFFERENTIAL AND

INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS

We now present a number of results pertaining to the
behavior of the mutual information I(X; Y ) and the posterior
△
β
information gain G(β|y) = D(PX|Y
=y kPX ) as functions of
the channel parameter β > 0. In particular, we will derive
formulas for the derivatives of I(X; Y ) and G(β|y) w.r.t. β
△
that involve the quantities ρ(β|y) = Eβ {ρ(Y − X)|Y = y}
and Λ(β|y) and hold regardless of the input distribution
(provided the latter satisfies mild regularity conditions). We
also obtain integral representations of I(X; Y ) and G(β|y)
that, for a fixed β > 0, involve the behavior of all the
△
channels in E>β (ρ) = {PYγ |X }γ>β . These differential and
integral representations are generalizations to arbitrary E-type
channels of the results recently obtained by Merhav, Guo and
Shamai [13] for the Gaussian channel.
Let us now fix the input distribution PX , which is assumed
to be independent of β. For brevity, we will denote the mutual
β
information between X and Y with (X, Y ) ∼ PXY
by I(β);
as before, differentiation w.r.t. β will be denoted by the prime,

viz., I ′ (β) = dI(β)/dβ. The results below are consequences
of the identity
G(β|y) = Λ(β|y) − βρ(β|y),

(8)

which follows from (6), and the properties of E-type channels
(cf. Sec. II-A). In particular, using (8) and Lemma 2, we get
I(β) = Eβ {Λ(β|Y )} − βΛ′ (β).

(9)

We note parenthetically the following interesting relation be△
tween Eβ {Λ(β|Y )} and the lautum information L(X; Y ) =
β
β
D(PX × PY kPXY ) [14]. An easy calculation shows that
L(β) ≡ L(X; Y ) = β Eβ {ρ(Y − X̄)} − Eβ {Λ(β|Y )}, where
X̄ ∼ PX is independent of (X, Y ). On the other hand, from
Jensen’s inequality we have
Λ(β|Y ) = − log EX̄ {e−βρ(Y −X̄) } ≤ β EX̄ {ρ(Y − X̄)}.
Hence, the lautum information L(β) is equal to the expectation, w.r.t. Y , of the Jensen divergence ∆(β|Y ) =
β EX̄ {ρ(Y − X̄)} − Λ(β|Y ) associated with Λ(β|Y ). We now
turn to stating and proving the main results of this section.
Theorem 1: Suppose that the input distribution PX is such
that, for all γ in some neighborhood of every β > 0,

d 
Λ(γ|y)pγY (y) ≤ f (y)
(10)
dγ
for some nonnegative f ∈ L1 (µ). Then

I ′ (β) = −βΛ′′ (β) − Covβ {ρ(β|Y ), Λ(β|Y )},

(11)

β
PXY

where the expectation in Covβ {·, ·} is w.r.t.
.
Remark 1: The regularity condition (10) amounts, for a
wide variety of cases, to moment conditions of the form
E{ρm (X)} < +∞.
Proof: Begin by writing
Z
d
d
Eβ {Λ(β|Y )} =
Λ(β|y)pβY (y)µ(dy)
dβ
dβ
Z
Z
d
= Λ′ (β|y)pβY (y)µ(dy) + Λ(β|y) pβY (y)µ(dy),
dβ

where the interchange of derivative and integral is justified by
the dominated convergence theorem and the condition (10).
From Lemma 3, the first integral above evaluates to
Z
ρ(β|y)pβY (y)µ(dy) = Eβ {ρ(Y − X)} = Λ′ (β).

Next, we use (5) together with Lemmas 2 and 3 to show that
the second integral is equal to
Eβ {ρ(Y − X)} Eβ {Λ(β|Y )} − Eβ {ρ(Y − X)Λ(β|Y )}
= Eβ {ρ(β|Y )} Eβ {Λ(β|Y )} − Eβ {ρ(β|Y )Λ(β|Y )}
= − Covβ {ρ(β|Y ), Λ(β|Y )}.

Putting everything together and using (9), we obtain (11).
For the information gain G(β|y), the following is an immediate consequence of (8) and Lemma 3:
Theorem 2:
n
o
(12)
G′ (β|y) = β Varβ ρ(Y − X) Y = y .

We also obtain the following integral representations of I(β)
and G(β|y):
Theorem 3: Suppose that limβ→∞ I(PX , β) < +∞. Then
the mutual information I(β) can be expressed as an integral
Z ∞
n
o
Z(γ)
Eγ ρ(Y − X) log iγ (X, Y ) dγ. (13)
I(β) =
Z(β)
β
Proof: Begin by rewriting (11) as
′

I (β) = β Varβ {ρ(Y − X)} − Covβ {ρ(Y − X), Λ(β|Y )}
= − Covβ {ρ(Y − X), log iβ (X, Y )}
= − Eβ {ρ(Y − X) log iβ (X, Y )} + Eβ {ρ(Y − X)}I(β)
= − Eβ {ρ(Y − X) log iβ (X, Y )} + Λ′ (β)I(β),
where in the last line Lemma 2 was used. Multiplying both
sides by Z(β) and rearranging terms, we derive the following
differential equation for I(β):

′
Z(β)I(β) = −Z(β) Eβ {ρ(Y − X) log iβ (X, Y )}.

Its solution is given by Z(β)I(β) =
Z ∞
lim Z(γ)I(γ) +
Z(γ) Eγ {ρ(Y − X) log iγ (X, Y )}dγ.
γ→∞

β

Since Z(γ) → 0 as γ → ∞ and limγ→∞ I(γ) < +∞ by
hypothesis, we obtain (13).
Theorem 4:
Z ∞


G(γ|y)
dγ − β ρ(β|y) − ρ0 (y) , (14)
G(β|y) = β
2
γ
β
△

where ρ0 (y) = inf x∈X ρ(y − x).
Proof: Dividing both sides of (8) by β and rearranging,
we obtain the differential equation

′
Λ(β|y)
2
β
= −G(β|y),
β
which is solved by
Λ(γ|y)
+β
γ→∞
γ

Λ(β|y) = β lim

Z

∞
β

G(γ|y)
dγ.
γ2

The limit in the above expression can be explicitly evaluated
using the Laplace principle (see, e.g., [15, Ch. 1]) as
Z
Λ(γ|y)
1
lim
= − lim log e−γρ(y−x) PX (dx) = ρ0 (y).
γ→∞
γ→∞ γ
γ

Hence,

Λ(β|y) = βρ0 (y) + β

Z

∞

β

G(γ|y)
dγ.
γ2

(15)

Substituting (15) into (8), we obtain (14).
We find it remarkable that the formulas proved above
hold (subject to appropriate regularity conditions) for any
E-type channel regardless of the input statistics. Of course,
more specific results can be obtained if one makes additional
assumptions on the form of ρ. For instance, if X = R and

ρ is differentiable and homogeneous of degree k > 0, i.e.,
ρ(βw) = β k ρ(w), ∀w ∈ X , β > 0, then the corresponding
channel law is of the form assumed in [16] and in Theorem 8
of [2], and their results can be subsequently recovered.
IV. M UTUAL INFORMATION

AND POSTERIOR ESTIMATES

We now analyze the relationship between the mutual inforβ
mation I(β) in an E-type channel and the posterior PX|Y
in
the spirit of [2]. Theorems 5 and 6 are simple consequences of
the results from the preceding section. Again, we emphasize
that they hold for any E-type channel regardless of the input
statistics.
Theorem 5: Let pβX|Y (x|y) denote the RN derivative of the
β
posterior PX|Y
w.r.t. the input distribution PX . Then
I ′ (β) = − Covβ {ρ(Y − X), log pβX|Y (X|Y )}.

(16)

Proof: From the proof of Theorem 3 we have
I ′ (β) = − Covβ {ρ(Y − X), log iβ (X, Y )}.
Then (16) follows from this and from the fact that iβ (x, y) =
pβX|Y (x|y).
We also have the following representation of the mutual
information in terms of the posterior information gain:
Theorem 6:
I ′ (β) = − Covβ {ρ(β|Y ), G(β|Y )}
− Eβ {Covβ {ρ(Y − X), log iβ (X, Y )|Y }} . (17)
Proof: Use the law of total covariance
Cov{U, V } = Cov{E{U |V ′ }, E{V |V ′ }}+E {Cov{U, V |V ′ }}
with U = ρ(Y − X), V = − log iβ (X, Y ), V ′ = Y , together
with the fact that Eβ {log iβ (X, Y )|Y } = G(β|Y ).
Let us now return to the Bayesian interpretation of the
β
posterior PX|Y
(·|y) as a (stochastic) estimator of the channel
input X given the output Y = y. Recently, Mitter and Newton
[3] developed a variational approach to nonlinear estimation
of a random variable X ∈ X from a noisy observation
Y . Their approach allows, among other things, to quantify
information-theoretically the effect of misspecifications of the
prior distribution PX and the likelihood PY |X on the quality
of estimating the input X from the observed output Y . They
showed, in particular, that the posterior estimate PX|Y is
optimal in the sense that it minimizes what they termed the
“apparent information” about the unknown input contained
in the observed output. In a followup work [4], Newton
also made a qualitative observation that the posterior can be
viewed as a lossy data encoder, where the data are given
by the observation Y . One way to make these observations
precise is to consider rate-distortion coding of the output Y
w.r.t. the fidelity criterion given by the difference distortion
measure ρ(y − x). In particular, we are interested in stochastic
estimators of X from Y that achieve a point on the ratedistortion curve for Y . To this end, we have the following

result, which is in essence a simple consequence of the general
variational equations for the rate-distortion function [17]:
Theorem 7: Let X and Y be jointly distributed X -valued
random variables, such that PY ≪ µ and I(X; Y ) < +∞.
Then the posterior distribution PX|Y achieves a point on the
rate-distortion curve for Y if and only if there is a version of
the conditional probability law PY |X that is a member of the
E-type family E(ρ).
Proof: From the variational equations for the ratedistortion function, we see that the posterior PX|Y (which,
owing to the assumed finiteness of I(X; Y ), is absolutely
continuous w.r.t. PX ) achieves a point (R, D) on the ratedistortion curve for PY if and only if
dPX|Y
e−βρ(y−x)
e−βρ(y−x)
≡
(x|y) = R −βρ(y−x)
,
dPX
Z(β|y)
e
PX (dx)
X

where β is determined from the relation D = Λ′ (β). Thus,
dPX|Y /dPX is of the form (6), which proves the theorem.
V. T OWARDS MONOTONICITY
We close with a discussion of how the results proved in
this paper can potentially be used to assess whether the mutual
information I(β) in an E-type channel is a monotonic function
of the channel quality parameter β. Such a monotonicity property is an easy consequence of the data processing theorem
when the channel family E(ρ) = {PYβ |X } can be ordered by
degradation, i.e., if, for every β1 < β2 there exists a transition
kernel Q, such that
Z
PYβ2|X (dy ′ |x)Q(dy|y ′ )
PYβ1|X (A|x) =
X ×A

for all A ∈ FX , x ∈ X . Ordering by degradation is a very
strong condition; for additive noise channels, it is equivalent
β
to the following: if Wj ∼ PWj , j ∈ {1, 2}, and β1 > β2 , then
there exists a random variable U independent of W1 , such that
W2 has the same distribution as W1 + U [18]. In statistics, the
general problem of ordering noisy channels according to their
“informativeness” is known under the name of comparison of
experiments, and dates back to the seminal work of Blackwell
[19] (see also [20] and references therein).
When the channel family is not degraded, it may be still
possible to prove monotonicity directly by establishing that
the right-hand side of (11) is nonnegative. From Theorem 1
we immediately see that I(β) ≥ 0 at a given β if and only if
Covβ {ρ(β|Y ), Λ(β|Y )} ≤ −βΛ′′ (β).
Theorem 5 then tells us that this condition is equivalent
to Covβ {ρ(Y − X), log pβX|Y (X|Y )} ≤ 0. In other words,
the mutual information I(β) is a monotonically increasing
function of β if and only if, for every β > 0, the “error”
ρ(Y − X) and the posterior log-likelihood log pβX|Y (X|Y ) are
negatively correlated.
Consider channels with real-valued inputs and outputs (X =
R). When the additive noise density pβW (w) is of the form

pβW (w) = βf (βw), where f (·) is a fixed differentiable, unimodal density, this negative correlation [equivalently, monotonicity of I(β)] follows from the classical results of Stone
on the comparison of location experiments [21, Thm. 5]. We
conjecture that the same result is valid more generally in the
case when the densities pβW (w) are log-concave [i.e., when the
function w 7→ ρ(w) is convex and has a unique minimum].
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